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The rise of digital technology
Within the last two decades, rapid technological change has helped weave
industries like IT, Finance and Media into the digital sphere. So called
“digitalization” has transformed businesses within these industries and
reshaped their core operating strategies in the process. For some
perspective, in May 2016, the top 15 public internet companies held a
market capitalization of $16.7 billion, a figure dwarfed by the market cap of
the top 15 companies in 2016, $2.1 trillion1. However, these technological
developments have not had a ubiquitous effect on all industries. More
specifically, digital transformation and integration within the global power
sector (inclusive of generation, transmission and distribution) has been
slower than it has been in other industries. Given the projected increases
in global electricity demand and introduction of new and diverse power
generation sources (e.g. renewable energy sources), utilities will inevitably
have to alter their business models and adopt technologies that can help
manage the evolving energy landscape.
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1Preparing

for the digital era: The state of digitalization in GCC businesses - Report by Strategy
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The rise of digital technology – Cont’d
Many countries in the MENA region ratified/signed the COP 21 Paris
Climate Agreement to help prevent a global rise in temperature. These
countries then introduced new and bold energy strategies, looking as far
forward as 2050, to incorporate clean and renewable energy sources into
the wider generation mix. Traditionally, these countries have relied on
conventional energy sources like oil and natural gas to fuel their
economies but renewable energy adoption is rapidly increasing. Due to
the intermittency of energy sources like wind and solar power, grids and
their existing infrastructures could have difficulties coping with the
sudden fluctuations in electricity being added to the grid. This is where
smart, sophisticated technology can step in to play a vital role by helping
manage changes being experienced by the grid.
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How can utilities benefit from a digital strategy?
Digitizing a utilitie’s operations (from both a technical and administrative
standpoint) can result in benefits across the value chain, resulting in
increased cost savings and profitability. Below are examples of some of
these benefits:

Grid Flexibility & Smart Grid
Management

Energy Efficiency

Operation & Maintenance of Power
Assets

•

Demand response to help manage grid
during peak hours

•

Load forecasting to reduce outages,
ensure grid stability and reduce idle
capacity

•

Software used to manage metered
data consumption to support billing,
forecasting and asset loading

•

Asset management to help reduce
operating costs, operating risks and
asset damage

•

Maintenance of solar equipment by
using drones for inspections

Source: Siemens Middle East Power Outlook 2035

Utilities must also be aware of the growing threat of cyber-attacks. An attack
at the grid scale could seriously disrupt operations and cause damage to
power assets, not to mention threaten national security. In 2016, more than
7% of power utilities were subject to cyber-attacks2, so utilities must take
these threats seriously and invest in the appropriate IT infrastructure to
bolster their systems and ensure they can withstand any cyber-attack.
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https://www.symantec.com/content/dam/symantec/docs/reports/gistr22-government-report.pdf
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Challenges involved in digitalization
Some of the major challenges utilities could face when embarking on the digital
transformation journey include, but aren’t limited to:

1) Resistance to change: Like in many

2) Hiring the right people: Once a utility

organizations,

operational

goes digital, there will be a massive influx

changes within utility companies might be

of data that needs to be stored and more

met with resistance due to unfamiliarity

importantly, analyzed. Utility companies

with new technologies and uncertainty

will need to scout the right talent (data

about future success of investing heavily

scientists, software engineers etc.) that is

in digitization

capable of correctly analyzing the data and

significant

managing/maintaining

the

new

digital

infrastructure

3) Cost of implementation: Many of the

4)

utility companies in the MENA region

incorporates many new digital services on

belong to emerging economies and are

its exiting platform or even creates a

not necessarily flush with cash. So

smartphone application for it’s customer

spending on new digital infrastructure will

base, the whole process will require

be a challenge, especially because going

marketing

digital will not necessarily be a top priority

customers are well aware of the new

for utilities in the region

product offerings and how they can take

Customer

Education:

campaigns

advantage of them.
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What needs to happen now?
Business leaders and governmental organizations need to encourage not
only their employees but also their customers about the benefits of going
digital. Governments in countries like Oman, Saudi Arabia and the UAE
have incorporated digital strategies into their national plans and have
begun executing these strategies, at least on the public sector level. As
an example, the Dubai Electricity and Water Authority (DEWA) has
created a digital arm to focus on all things digital that will help enable it to
become a world class utility (Figure 1). DEWA also joined forces with
Siemens to collaborate on a data driven project to increase operational
efficiency of power assets. We can hope to see more utilities in the
region collaborate with organizations well versed in the digital space to
help transform the energy landscape in MENA and create a stable,
lasting energy base.

Figure 1: DEWA launches its digital arm (Source: DEWA)
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